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Meeting Overview (1)
• Purpose: Demonstrate application of INPRO Methodology
and how it can be used to assess sustainability.

• Vendors delivered partial sustainability assessments using
INPRO Methodology in the area of safety (TECDOC-1575,
Vol. 8) focusing on progress of 7 evolutionary reactor
designs within their design lineages.

• A dialogue took place between Member States, Vendors
and INPRO to understand how to perform a technically
competent assessment and potential roles of vendors in
supporting a NESA.
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Meeting Overview (2)
• Additional features reflecting lessons learned from
Fukushima were elaborated in each design. Flexibility of
designs, i.e. necessary modifications to meet site specific
requirements from user countries, were noted.

• Clarification to Member States that INPRO sustainability
assessment is confirming continuous improvements,
rather than evaluating compliance with IAEA
Safety/Security Standards or Member State regulatory
processes.
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Vendors and Scope of Example
Assessments
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Vendors

Evolutionar
y design

Reference plant
(Operating reactor)

# CR/EPs
assessed

Mitsubishi

US-APWR

PWR (four-loop) Ohi 4 in
Japan

15

Rosatom

AES-2006

AES-91 (VVER1000/V-320)

12

GE Hitachi NE Intl

ABWR

BWR5 in Kashiwazaki
Kariwa, Japan

12

GE Hitachi NE Intl

ESBWR

BWR6

16

KEPCO-E&C +
KHNP

APR1400

OPR1000

6

Candu Energy
Inc.

EC6

CANDU6 at Point Lepreau,
Canada

9

AREVA

EPR

French N4 and German
KONVOI
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Vendor Selection of Criteria
Vendors covered
a number of the
same CR/EPs,
allowing to see
different , but
complementary
approaches to
assessment.
Some unique
assessments
were performed.
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Mitsubishi Assessment Highlights: APWR
• Vendor assessed 15 CR/EPs on:
robustness, high quality operation, failures and
disturbances, I&C, frequency of DBA, safety
features, subcriticality, frequency of release into
containment and to environment, processes,
human factors.

• E.g., Availability of gas turbine generator
(no cooling water) to provide emergency
electric power reflects Fukushima lesson
learned.

• Evidence of reduced frequency of DBA
(CR1.3.1) requires operational history,
e.g. 25 years for reliability of welded
material.

• Vendor assessed human factors.

US-APWR severe
accident mitigation
features

Technical
supplement for
APWR prepared
by Mitsubishi
for NESA
assessor
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Rosatom Assessment Highlights : AES-2006
• Vendor assessed 12 CR/Eps on: robustness,
I&C, frequency of DBA, safety features, subcriticality,
frequency of release into containment, accident
management, independence of DID.

• Vendor confirmed some assessments in
Belarus NESA and complemented those
assessments, e.g. CR1.6.1 Independence of
DID levels
• Vendor’s participation in NESA is deemed
important to prevent use of unreliable
sources and potentially incorrect
evaluations, and to increase competence
level and knowledge of future owners
Newcomer countries can make use of
INPRO methodology to perform the
most important criteria for local condition
– Mr Bykov (Rosatom)
Monitoring, control and
diagnostic system (MCDS)

GE Hitachi NE International Assessment
Highlights: ABWR
• Vendor assessed 12 CR/EPs on:

robustness, high quality operation, grace
period, inertia, frequency of DBA, safety features, barriers, subcriticality,
frequency of release into containment, processes, independence of DID,
confidence in innovation, occupational dose.

• E.g., Diversity of accident management as Fukushima lessons learned:
diversified power source, enhanced water injection systems and UHS, PCV
damage prevention, enhanced spent fuel pool cooling, back up building

• Raised issue of balance in
chasing safety vs optimizing
design and maintaining a
reasonable cost.

Diversity of accident management
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GE Hitachi NE International Assessment
Highlights: ESBWR
• Vendor assessed 16 CR/EPs on:
robustness, high quality operation, grace period,
inertia, frequency of DBA, safety features,
frequency of release, processes, accident
management, independence of DID, confidence in
innovations, risk informed approach.

• Design offers simplifications, e.g.,
elimination of piping and pumps (including
primary coolant pumps)

LOCA response, extended SBO (7 days)

• E.g., Safety features to reflect Fukushima
lessons learned: design allows extended
SBO grace period (7 days), allowance of
fresh and/or salt water make up.
“INPRO criteria… highlight the
safety and operational features of
the ESBWR“ - Mr Miller (GE
Hitachi)
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KEPCO-E&C + KHNP Assessment
Highlights: APR1400
• Vendor assessed 6 CR/EPs covering:
I&C, safety features, accident management,
RD&D, computer codes and scaling.

• E.g., Fukushima lesson leaned: severe
accident management and emergency
planning have to be upgraded, inter
alia, emergency make-up system
(water from external sources) including
for spent fuel pool. Feature already in
effect for Shin Kori 3&4.

FOAK Shin Kori 3&4

• This vendor discussed RD&D: scaling
and code validation.
Integral test
loop ATLAS to
test major DBAs,
to verify design
and code
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Candu Energy Assessment Highlights: EC6
• Vendor assessed 9 CR/EPs on:

Also available:
- 215 Mg HP
H2O in ECCS
- 2056 Mg in
RWT

robustness, high quality operation, safety
features, barriers, controlled state, frequency of
release into containment and to environment,
independence of DID levels.

520 Mg
H2O in
calandria
vault

• Vendor specifically addressed
assessment pertaining to Fukushima and
proposed that more emphasis should be
put on corrective or mitigative barriers (cf.
preventive barriers in INPRO BP1)

• On assessment using INPRO
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190 Mg
D2O in HTS
240 Mg D2O in
calandria
vessel

EC6 improved heat
sink margin – water
inventories

methodology, involvement of vendor is
deemed important to provide technical
information and interpretation of design
intent for high quality results
Candu Energy Inc prepared a
special report on the Application
of INPRO comparative assessment
on safety of EC6

AREVA Assessment Highlights: EPR
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• Vendor provided information for
assessment of 9 CR/EPs on: robustness,
frequency of release into containment, processes,
accident management, occupational dose.

• Lessons learned from the Fukushima event
are not yet all drawn, preliminary
evaluations show that the EPR™ reactor
would have withstood the earthquake &
subsequent tsunami.

Core catcher

• Limited improvements may be
incorporated to satisfy new
requirements, e.g. additional
connection point for pump to
inject water.

Mitigation of loss of offsite power (LOOP) and ultimate heat sink (LUHS)

Conclusion
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• Vendors provided a valuable demonstration
of application of INPRO Methodology.
• Vendors have important roles to (i) validate
INPRO methodology, (ii) provide design
information, (iii) help reduce assessor’s
efforts in INPRO assessment of design
specific areas.
• For full scope NESA, assessors should
work in close cooperation with vendors or
with consultants with detailed design
knowledge.

INPRO Dialogue Forum 7
Vienna, 19-22 November 2013
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Thank you very much
http://www.iaea.org/INPRO/7th_Dialogue_Forum/index.html

